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Why IIP - Identification
Outperforming organizations understand that high performance
is an ongoing journey.
Investors in People (IIP) Accreditation offers recognized and
highly effective support on that journey, with clear
benchmarking, route-planning and development milestones.

Framework

Objectives

Better Leaders
• Develop stronger leaders at every level of
the organisation. Ensure that all peoplemanagers are equipped to provide the best
support to their teams

Continuous Improvement
• Embrace constant change and keep
improving with the help of a simple road
map for excellence.

Efficient Structure, Effective Team
• Structure brings comfort – build the right
organisational structure and unlock your
people’s potential, helping to future-proof
your business and ensure sustainable
success

Define Our Culture
• Strengthen and embed our organisational
culture and understand how to use our
values to drive decision-making at every
level, empowering people to deliver exactly
what’s needed

Steps Towards Accreditation
• The Practitioner carried out an Initial diagnostic assessment of Al Zahra

Hospital Dubai between 16th and 19th July 2016. Strengths and
opportunities to improve were identified
• 27 employees interviewed

• Al Zahra Hospital made A COMMITMENT to utilizing the Investors in
People (IIP) framework as a mean to improve its People Management

processes and aspired to become a High Performing organization

Detailed Implementation Plan
Prepared

Implementation
Continuous Communications and
Awareness campaign started

• 26 sessions

• 70% People were

educated on the frameworks

• 2 Employee surveys
conducted

• 32 IIP Champs identified &
trained

Awareness
IIP CHAMPIONS took the lead and
spread the message to all employees at
different platforms

 7 Business breakfast sessions
 24 Grand staff meetings
 21 Happiness activities/

gatherings arranged to create hype
and engage the Al Zahra Family

Assessment
•

•
•

•

The online assessment was deployed to 980 employees and there was a response of 558
(57%). This was above the international Investors in People guidelines and therefore the
sample is considered statistically significant.
The IIP Practitioner interviewed 40 (4%) of employees from across the organisation.
Types of observation activities that took place and how it was undertaken:
– Grand staff meeting
– Business breakfast
– Medical ward visit and discussion with staff
– Orientation
– Centers of excellence and discussion
– Departmental meeting
Types of analysis undertaken and the sources of information used:
– Performance dashboards and discussion with data managers for full details on
strategic and operations level data
– Infection Control Safety data
– Patient experience feedback
– Staff satisfaction feedback
– Human capital metrics
– Centers of excellence data

Outcome
• Frameworks Value Addition
 5 Frameworks on Competency,

Succession, Learning and Development etc

• Impact on Retention: expected from
competition (10% vs 2%)
• Improved Staff Satisfaction from
 2013- 67%
vs
 2017- 88%
• Culture of Innovation in place
 3 innovative ideas in practice

Timeline

Accreditation
Date

12-Month
Review

24-Month
Review

Accreditation
Expiry

13/08/2018

13/08/2019

13/08/2020

13/08/2021

Strengths and challenges
The context discussion highlighted a variety of areas to explore via the onsite
element of assessment. These to include:
• The Innova team
• The project looking into waiting time in ER
• How Your Voice staff survey provides vehicle for input from staff and
feedback that results in actions to improve
• What learning and development is undertaken to build capability at
individual, team/function as well as organisational levels
• New Communications Officer role
• Reward and Recognition committee
• Utilisation of career planning and job mapping
• The dynamic related to a ‘learning organisation’
• Use of performance and other data to manage performance and to further
improve
• Customer satisfaction via the Quality and Patient team
• Centres of Excellence – Gynae and Obs, Bariatric, Ortho
• Communications observations - Grand staff meeting & business breakfast
meeting.

Results
• Overview of online assessment results by indicator
• The table shows how employees responded to the online
assessment for each indicator of the IIP Standard (including
the average per indicator and the difference to other
organisations that have completed the online assessment).
• The results demonstrate high performance in the following
indicators:
 Structuring work scoring 6 out of 7
 Living the organisation’s values and behaviours scoring 6
out of 7
 A third high scoring indicator is Creating sustainable
success scoring 5.9 out of 7.

IIP and Industry Benchmark

Quote by the Surveyor
“Al Zahra Hospital Dubai are the first private hospital in Dubai,
as well as across the whole region of United Arab Emirates, to
achieve Investors in People. A Gold level of IIP award has been
attained positioning AZHD as one of only 7% of all
organizations worldwide that achieve this high level, particularly
to note it is uncommon for organizations to meet this level at

the first attempt.”

Lessons Learnt
•

Learning:
The flexibility to adapt to the best practices as required from time to time and improve the
people management practices in Al Zahra. Our next step is strengthen a coaching culture
within organization to satiate the career development needs of the employees

•

Impact on Culture:
It has provided the confidence in doing the things rightly and on other hand a trust of
employees in the organization. Employees feel proud in working for such an organization
where the People are at the heart of organization

•

What's Next
We will keep on improving standards according to the world known best practices and
pursue the excellence in Staff experience. We aim to reach to the next level of accreditation
in 3 years time

•

Piece of Advice
Benchmark your practices with an external authentic source to gain, credibility as an
employer and ownership from the employees. Attract, motivate and retain your best talent

Thank You

